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The scope of this presentation is limited to an examination of the prospects for worl d

peace which may flow from the new presidential administration of Richard M . Nixon . There

are several preliminary considaraticns necessary to set the new administration in it s

domestic political contex t , for its ability to plow new ground may be quite limited by th e

situation in which . it fin 's.; itself ,

The Republieen Party en the national level is still a minority party . Despite its

impressive gain- in the South in the last decade, the Republican Party can claim about 30%

of the voter registration in the country as against something like 50% for the Democratic

Party. By no stretch of the imagination can the Eisenhower victories of 1952 and 1956 b e
construed as victories for the party . Rather, they must be viewed as personal victories o,:

a popular military leader . It is doubtful that the Nixon victory of 1968 can be seen as a

party victory . Indeed, Mr . Nixon was unable to serve as a catalyst for sufficient Repub -

lican victories in Pouee and Sanatorial contests to insure that even one house would be
dominated by his pa_ by .

Harry Ashmore has observed that only "in: a technical eense" might it be said that

there was "any winner at all" in the redent Presidential sweepstakes .

Richard Nixon enters the White House on the basis of only 43 .5 per cent of the popula r
vote, and he carries with him a sobering memory of those moments when the America n
people in their balloting came perilously close to leaving the issue unresolved an d

precipitating as grave a Constitutional crisis as any we have known .

Moreover ,

Mr . Nixon has recognized that his actual situatinn is even worse than thi s
dismal arithmetic would indicate . After sixteen years of exposure to the national
electorate there is evidence that his personal support accounted for no more tha n
half of his plurality : only twenty-two per cent of the voters rated him as thei r

first choice in a Harris Poll taken well along in the campaign . The others, pre-
sumably, were performing a perfunctory act cf party loyalty, or choosing the lesse r
of the available evils . 1

Would Mr . Nixon have been the winner apart from the disarray of the Democratic Par t,
Suppose that Robert Kennedy had not been assasinated, and that either he or Senato r
McCarthy had been the nominee, perhape as a consequence of a coalition between them ?
Suppose that the combined Kennedy and McCarthy forces could have prevented Presiden t
Johnson from writing, the Vietnam plank of the Democratic platform, would Mr . Nixon have
likely been the winner ?

Certainly the campaign teas not one calculated to enlighten the voters on the stanc e
that the succenrful candid'te intended to take on key issues, and especially on the on e
issue that apparently divided the country more than any other.--Vietnam . As Jules Witcover
puts it, "he would end the war in Vietnam (without ever saying how)" 2 and Ashmore noted :

Mr . Nixon's media ccmpaige did pa-3 the ning'_e most difficult test for which it
was designed : it carried him r.11 the way to the White House without requiring3
him to take aay position at all on the critically divisive issue of Vietnam .

Recall, too, that Republicane in Coagresr had by and large supported Presiden t

Johnson's disastrous policy adventure in Vietnam, while the most vociferous criticism of
that policy came from member: s of the President's own party in the Senate .

Perhaps the most significant insight we got during the campaign into the thinking o f
Mr . Nixon on foreige policy came in e speech he made on October 24th at Hazelton, Penna .
Mr . Nixon warned that "the present s-`ate of our defenses is too close to peril point any '
our future prospects are in sore respects downright alarruing, " He charged the Kennedy a e
Johnson administratio e with eeeponeibility for f ostcring "a gravely serious securit y
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Nixon rejected "the peculiar, unprecedented doctrine called 'parity,"" the theory w e

need strength equal only to that of potential adversaries, because "this parity concep t

means superiority for potential enemies ." To allow the Soviet Union, "a weaker but basi -

cally expansionist nation (to) achieve parity indicates an erosion of our commitment an d

will . "

Nixon faulted Robert McNamara's management of the Pentagon and promised to "correc t

its overcentralization" and to "root out the whiz kid' approach" while restoring "read y

access of our top military professionals to the President of the United States . "

The candidate stressed stronger armaments and opposition to the immediate ratificatic n

of the thermonuclear non-proliferation treaty. Nixon listed several fields in which h e

said the Soviet Union had nearly caught, had caught, or had overtaken the United States :

intercontinental ballistics missiles, manned bombers, nuclear submarines, tactical aircraf t

and stockpi] es of strategic material . Since 1960, he said, "our country has followe d

policies which now threaten to make America second best both in numbers and quality of

major weapons . "

"The Soviets have vigorously advanced their military effort as we put ours in second

gear," declared the candidate . Without stating that he would try to give the Unite d

States superiority over the Soviets in every category of weapons, Mr . Nixon made clear

that he was. interested in "the aggregate that constitutes real superiority rather than i n

competition weapon by weapon ." Mr . Nixon called the intercontinental missile "the crucial

weapon" and seemed to deplore the fact that as of last February (1 .e .,1968), according t o

the Defense Department, we only had a slight numerical superiority .

It was in this same speech that Mr . Nixon charged " a near breakdown" in policy makin g

procedures under the Kennedy and Johnson administrations which, among other things, flowe d

from an abandonment of the Natimal Security Council as a policy tool in favor of more in -

formal procedures . He said, "I attribute most of our serious reverses abroad since 196 0

to the inability or disinclination of President Eisenhower's successors to mike use of thi s

important council ." Elsewhere, Mr . Nixon called for an all volunteer army .

Since Mr . Nixon won the election, he has talked of "nuclear sufficiency" rather than

"superiority," "sufficiency" may really be another term fo:' "parity ." In any event, th e

toning down: of the rhetoric may be quite significant . Also, since the election, Mr . Nixon
has called for a revival of the Naticnal Security Council as basic to an overhaul of th e

nation's foreign policy machinery. It win_ meet at least every two weeks to discuss an

agenda prepared by Henry Kissinger, hi, national security advisor .

	

It is also interestin g

to note that a part of the overhaul of foreign policy has meant the introduction of non -

professionals as William P . Rogers as the Secretary of State and Elliott B. Richardson as

Under-Secretary . Many career Foreign Service Officers apparently welcome the change o n

grounds that specialists like Johns osier Dulles and Dean Rusk did not solve policy problems ,
that under them there was a steady deterioration of morale and the influence of the pro -

fessional diplomats . One Foreign Service Officer is reported to have said,"maybe it' s

worth letting some generalists try ." 6

It is also interesting to note that President Johnson's proposed budget for fisca l
1970 postulates a small reduction in the cost of the war in Vietnam, but proposes a $60 0
million increase in the military budget over that of the current fiscal year . Among th e
new programs projected is the first deployment of multiple independently guided warhead s

for the Minuteman 3 and Poseidon missiles . It is proposed that funds for the Sentinel
Anti-Ballistics Missile system be doubled, that new naval warships be built, that advance d
military jet aircraft be developed, and that long deferred (because of Vietnam) militar y
construction projects be launched . These budgetary proposals coincede with the desires o f
military leaders . To be sure, the Nixon administration will have opportunities to revie w
the proposals and suggest changes, but this is considered unlikely "because the new program :

and emphasis in the outgoing Administration's budget seem to accomplish much of what Mr .
Nixon was advocating" in his campaign . '

What Mr . Nixon seemed to advocate in his speech of October 24th, and what has bee n
budgeted, suggest that we will be confronted with an escalation of the arms race after a
period when it seems to have been slowed down by the sober calculations of responsibl e
officials in the U .S.S .R . and the U .S .A .

The immediate issue of Vietnam seems to be headed towards a conclusion, it bein g
reported that the incoming administration let the Saigon regime know that it joineg th e
Johnson administration in backing compromise on the seating arrangements at Paris .
Mcr ever, in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Mr . Rogers let it be
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known that the Nixon administration proposed to bring the talks in Paris to an honorabl e
and early conclusion . That this appears to be the posture of the incoming administratio n
on the particular issue is encouraging, but may illustrate little more than the reputation
Mr . Nixon has for sensing the public mood, and getting out in front . The long term impli -
cations of the policy stance of Mr . Nixon and his associates will be more significant
for the peace of the world .

-Ira an editorial on "The Johnson Era," The New York Times observed, "the men that a
President chooses to advise him are one measure of his capacity. "9 They may also be som e
indication of the direction in which his administration will move ,

Most characterizations of the upper echelon appointments to the Cabinet and Whit e
House staff suggest that the appointees are "a team of moderates," that the Cabinet "is i n
the middle of the road," that it may be a bit "right of center," or that the White Anglo -
Saxon Protestants are returning to Washington .

We have already mentioned the appointees to the two top posts in the State Department ,
Mr . Rogers and M r.. Richardson . Without prior enperience in diplomacy and foreign affairs ,
nevertheless these two men may make a significant contribution because they are not tie d
to old policies and because, as lawyers, they bring with them en understanding of the pro -
ceases of negotiating solutions to disputes .

That vociferous and learned ciitic of the war in Vietnam, the Senator who has warne d
us against The Arrorrance _ of I'owc r, Senator William J . Fulbright, a pparently had an open
mind with regard to Mr . ogers . Fol)_e?•: __ng hearings on his confirmation, Mr : ..Fulbright said

I have the impression that Mr . Rogers is a broadgauged man . He's not a doctrinaire .
He isn't committed to the dogmc .s of the past. He's willing to adapt himself to chang-
ing conditions . He hasn't made up hie mind that the United States ha ; got to run th e
world, that we . re the only good people in ;'_i world, or that we cant negotiate with
Communist countries . 10

Mr . Lodge, appointed to the poet in Paris, has a reputation for being a hard liner .
He served two terms in Vietnam, but this may net to sufficient to establish his credential s
Some time ago, in The Saturday Evening cst, Lodge suggested that we werewtinning in Viet -

nam, an assertion which is in cerestiag in the light of the ability of our adversaries t o
sustain the Tet offensive of Fen ;:•ua.ry, 1968 . While hie appointment was welcomed by the
Saigon regime and deprecated by our adverse, iee, it has been suggested that a toug h
negotiating stance on our part may be necessary to secure a reasonable compromise wit h
another set of tough r,egotiat!5re .

Since the Ai: War over ;;nth Vietnam has been abandoned, the Air We.r in the South-has
been intensified, as it has over Laos . It would appear that the continued large-scal e
ground military operations of the U .S . and Saigon forces may have as its object the im -
provement of the negotiating position in Paris through military victories . Such victorie s
appear to be aimed at increasing the amount of territory under the control of the Saigo n
regime . The effect of this effort may be to prolong the war with a continued loss of life .
It is suggested by some that the eventual U .S . p osition may not be a complete withdrawal
of troops from South Vietnam, but rather the maintenance of military forces there on a
reduced scale for some years to come--a 'orce size and scale of activity which will no t
arouse the active opposition of large numbers of people here at home . The recent announce -
ment that the Agency for international Development will seek funding for a ten yea r
program aimed at land reform in South Vietnam lends credence to the view _that there may b e
a long term U,S . Military presence in Vietnam . 11

Perhaps the most disturbing figure in the new administration is Melvin Laird, th e
Secretary of Defense . He is .reputed to have views on the nation's defense posture whic h
are close to those of the President . The real question about Mr . Laird is, does he adher e
to the views expressed in his book, A House Divided :America' s	 Security Gap. 12 .. which was
written in 1962 . On page 51, for examle,we res

Present deterrence rests squarely on American nuclear superiority . On the day that
the Soviet Union .feels there is, indeed, a balance of power, it will move forwar d
aggressively at multiples of her present pace, On that day, nuclear war will becom e
not only thinkable but in all likelihood inevitable . On that day we will not b e
losing the so-called cold war ; we will have lost it . Hot wars will lie ahead ,
negotiated surrender to Soviet expansion . .
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Just as our superiority today gives us, in a realistic view, the shield behind which
to press the cause of freedom, Soviet superiority or even parity tomorrow would give
them the ultimate shield behind which to press the cause of the world's communization .
We can rest assured that the Communists, given such a shield, would not look upo n
nuclear war as suicidal or as an exercise in blind mass destruction . They would look
upon it first as a means to advance Communism, and finally as the way of opening th e
last stage in destruction of freedom--military occupation of the United States .

On pgae 176 and 177, we read :

We must accept theme:al responsibility to use our power constructively to preven t
Communism from destroying the heritage of our world civilization . In terms of
military strategy, this means closing the strategy gap by taking the initiative i n
all areas . While we have the power we must aim at confronting the enemy directly .
We can win every such confrontation .

On page 178, Mr . Laird points out that a "growing economy is essential to our sustaine (
military effort in the cold war," that "it is essential to establish economic prioritie s
to win the cold war, to give first priorities to the national security budget . . . ." Then ,
Mr . Laird suggests that as a ration we should "spend on non-defense only amounts whic h
will not injure the stability of the dollar . This is a sacrifice the American people mus t
be willing to make . "

Like Mr . Rogers in his sessions with the Foy eign Relations Committee, Mr . Laird, be-
fore the Senate Armed Services Committee, "sounded," in the words of reporter Hedrick Smit h
"the soothing Nixon theme that this will be an era of negotiation, rot confrontation with
the Communist world ." The Defense Secretary-designate stated that ''conditions have
changed--I would hope that all Americans would fever moving into a period of negotiations "
with the Soviet Union . However, Laird did affirm his belief in the necessity of maintain -
ing U .S . military superiority over the Soviet Union in order to permit negotiations frcm
a position of strength . 13

The left of center I .F . Stone, who expressed hope that pro-peace Senators would fight
Laird's confirmation, i4 saw David Packard, then designated as Deputy Secretary of Defense ,
as a more hopeful sign because, on December 31st, Packard publicly stated that arms red -
duction would be "advantageous" both to the United States &nd the Soviet Union . Slowing
down the arms race would "'.maintain stability" in the world and decrease their enormou s
expenditures for weapons . In a press conference, Packard suggested that the two top power s
must maintain a basic balance of power, which suggests the notion of parity advanced b y
defense planners in the Johnson administration . Moreover, Packard, who helped create th e
Urban Coalition in Palo Alto, California, apparently sees the need t i5maintain a balanc e
between military spending and spending for other national problems .

The other very important post in government pertaining to foreign policy and nationa l
security is that of Henry A . Kissinger who will be President Nixon's National Securit y
Advisor . Kissinger is associated with the hard liners in developing policies with regar d
to the use of nuclear weapons although he recognizes the need to liquidate the Vietna m
adventure as soon as possible . His appointment was widely hailed in university and in -
tellectual circles . His critics suggest that he shares the world outlook of his prede -
cessors such as McGeorge Bundy- and Walt Rostow whose performance with regard to Vietna m
can not inspire confidence .

Of one thing we can be certain, the appointments of Laird and Kissinger have bee n
hailed by those who will profit by military spending, Aviation Week and 	 Space Technology16

-makes the following ^omments :

On questions of national defense policy, REP : LAIRD IS BASICALLY IN AGREEMENT WIT H
THE STRONG-DEFENSE, STRONG-OFFENSE IDEAS OF PROF . HENRY A . KISSINGER, named by Nixo n
as chief national security advisor . Rep . Laird's views also tend to coincide wit h
those of the Joint Chiefs of Staff . But Congressional sources say that he will be a
stickler for maintaining strict civilian c cntrol over the military . . . .

Rep . Laird's presence in the Nixon cabinet will affect the future of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration . He favors a FAR BIGGER MILITARY ROLE IN SPACE ,
EMPHASIZING MANNED MISSIONS, WITH FUNDING TO BE TAKEN FROM NASA'S CIVILIAN SPAC E
PROGRAM IF NECESSARY . . . .

The President of the Navy League, Charles F . Duchein, had this to say about Melvi n
Laird's designation :

(Laird's) selection to be the civilian defense l eade" is fortuitous, for out of
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the election of 1968 and beyond Vietnam, the U .S . mast adopt a new grand strategy
that will assure our supremacy for the centruy ahead . . .the new Secretary of Defens e
understands the true significance of strength . Jis constant reminder of the necessity

for strategic initiative bears out this thesis . -

Many of us were momentarily encouraged by news that construction of the Sentine l
Anti-Ballistics Missile System had been suspended by Mr . Laird . I purposely used the word
"momentarily," because there is no reecon to suppose that those who will profit from it s

construction, or those who seek a new toy to play with, will forlong relinquish thei r

objective . The decision may have been no more than a strategfs retreat to allow the crie s
of the protestors and their Congressional allies to die down .

.It is really too early to know just how the Nixon administration will turn out wit h
regard to the issues of war and peace . We can not be certain as to what Congress migh t
do in reviewing proposals to increase military spending . We do not know how the weight of
responsibility for the world's future will weigh in upon the new President and his clos e
associates . We can not be certain as to the future of the peace movement generated by th e

morass of Vietnam . Will it take new shape and form, maintaining opposition to policie s

which it regards as dangerous in design ?

Perhaps themost encouraging thing has been said by Theodore H . White, new working on

The Making of the President, 1968. In an interview with Israel Shenker of The New York

Times, White suggests that Nixon is not the reactionary White thought he was in 1960 .

Thus White's new view is more sympathetic than the view he held in 1960 . Says White :

It's Nixon who has changed . He was the guy who accused Dean Acheson and Harr y
Truman of 20 years of treason . He's the guy who, when John Foster Dulles took office ,

said that finally America .had a Secretary of State who would stand up to the Russians .
Not a single phrase of this period would occur even in the privacy of Nixon's ow n
thoughts today . 19

While it is probable that "Mr . Nixon's entire political life . . .bears :witness to his 2
0

belief in American military power as the most vital element in establishing world peace, "

it is also true that the new President seems "to have grown well beyond the rather limite d
anti-Communism which . . .was the first basis of his political career ." In a speech delivered
before the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia, Nixon suggested that the "'era of confron -
tation' was giving way to an 'era of negotiation .'" 21 Thus,as Tom Wicker has suggested ,
an "advance estimate" can be nothing more than an advance estimate . Mr . Nixon is not an
ordinary man, but one of extraordinary experience, and "he will not occupy an ordinar y
office ." Thus, "on the eve of his plunge nto history . . ,surely Richard Nixon deserves of
us at least open minds and willing heart."

Many will hope that Nixon, the man who became President because of the disarray of th e
opposition and the toppling of a President from office because of opposition to the Vietna m
war, is not the Nixon the was a Congressman and Senator from California . However, there is
an overriding reality which will impose limits on Nieo n, regardless of his disposition, an d
which would have imposed limits on any successful Lemocratic contender for the Presidency ,
no matter what his pereona1 commitments might be on issues of war and peace .

Since President Eisenhower warned the nation of a military industrial complex acquir -
ing undue power and influence, there is abundant reason to believe that what he feared i s
more true than we like to admit . So pervasive has become the influence of the military ,
and so corrosive is its power, that some writers are now referring to the military-indust -
rial-academic complex, justifiably noting that many academics have beoome the architects o r
and rationalizers for policies which are hardly based on the values of a humane and libera l
education . An Englishman, F .J.P. Veale, calls ours an Advance 	 to Barbarism . Fred J . Cook
has called our The Warfare State . Sober analysis by Terence McCarthy of Columbia Univer -
sity suggests that we live in !'The Garrison Economy." He writes :

In the real world of today, the central purpose of a civilian economy is th e
maintenance and growth of- uccial standards : the art of civil government is t o
facilitate what the citizen can accomplish forhimself and his society . A war
economy denies this purpose ; it subordinates civilian aims to the single objective
of gaining victory in battle over a specific enemy in a specs°ic situation . Th e
civilian sector is requirdd to facilitate what it is the purpose of the government t o
accomplish--a total, though temporary, inversion of the relation between state an d
citizen .

The garrison economy differs crucially from both, It is that permanent economic
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ordering of the nation-state responsive to the view that what is foreign is threat ;
that this threat is not ultimate but immediate, not specific but universal ; and the
magnitude of this threat increases as technical, industrial and social advance occur s
abroad, whatever the technical, industrial and social advance occurring at home .

In the garrison economy, the size and character of military spending in part

determine the qualities of the economy as a whole . Born out of the . allocation of
existing resources, the garrison economy evolves toward greater though not total

control over future resource allocation . Interpenetration of the military an d
civilian sectors of the economy proceeds so far that significant demarcation between

them becomes impossible . At that point--which has been reached in the United States ,

as in the Soviet Union--military appropriations, with their effects up23 inc cme and

capital creation, become the most stabilizing factors in the economy .

Mr . Nixon and his ad_inistration, as are all of us, are prisoners of our recent past .

Social patterns and thought patterns are intertwined, and the precarious nature of our
existence really requires a fundamental restructuring of our thotght, of our society, and

of the family of nations . It may be possible that the Nixon administration will surpris e

use by giving the requisite leadership . But if it does not, might that not reflect ou r

unwillingness to face the agony of rethinking the whole gamut of social relationships i n

our world and the uncertainty of trying new ways ?

John Cogley reminds us of the stark truth :

It is clear that whatever we have been doing must have been wrong, or w e
would not be the unhappy, contentious, bitterly divided, almost hopeless ,

largely friendless people we have become . . . .

And then, suggests Cogley, "There is something wrong with our ideas of freedom and

democracy when s
g
much of the world fears that in their name we may 'save' it with ou r

clanging arms . "
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